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INTRODUCTION 
 
The goal of WP2 is to establish a resource interoperability plan for the VPH Toolkit Development. This comes 
in support of RICORDO's goal to enable an ecosystem of VPH resources in which varied resources 
originating from different parts of the larger VPH community can be brought together and unified so as to 
form a common shared reservoir of available resources. A pragmatic way of understanding RICORDO's goal 
is in terms of searching and browsing such a reservoir of VPH resources, answering questions such as: 
which other VPH resource is relevant to those I am dealing with? A key orientation of RICORDO is to support 
this goal through standardised and systematic annotation of resources. It is through annotations that 
resources can be interlinked and, on the basis of the correlated infrastructure, found and subsequently 
exchanged.  
 
The sort of interoperability envisioned in WP2 concerns therefore the annotation framework which is applied 
to each resource and their kind. For it is through a common way of annotating resources that will ensure the 
organized navigation of the VPH reservoir. Key to the design of an interoperability plan occupying WP2 is, 
therefore, the coordinated use of an annotation plan which is a work item of RICORDO's WP3.  
 
The present deliverable provides input to WP3 in the form of requirements for its annotation framework and 
plan in support of the annotation of VPH resources using the CORDO dictionary IDs. More specifically, the 
deliverable presents the results of gathering requirements for RICORDO's annotation work (WP3) in an initial 
consultation with partners in the project who stand as a representative selection of the diversity of the VPH 
community. These requirements will be used to guide the development of the annotation framework, which 
includes formal knowledge representation tools and artifacts, as well as methods and protocols for carrying 
and managing annotations that will be reusable. The goal of the consultation was to obtain a representative 
abstraction over the diversity of VPH resources and the specific requirements of each type of resource in 
order to support a generally applicable solution with two provisions. The first provision is that the general 
solution needs to be flexible enough in its adaptation to accommodate specific needs while doing so 
consistently with general guidelines. The second provision is that the envisioned requirements, while 
abstracted from a sample selection, ought to be conceived as supporting an open ended solution that can 
allow its application to new application domains and resource types. 
 
The deliverable first briefly presents some background context for the reported findings. Then it presents and 
discusses the findings. The report and discussion is first generic and then concerned with contributions from 
the more use case oriented WPs of the project. Finally, the document summarises the findings and 
formulates recommendations intended as consultative guidelines for WP3's annotation plan. In this 
connection, it is important to note that the present deliverable is an initial outcome of work carried out in the 
workpackage's task 2.1. This tasks prepares for the constitution and evaluation of a resource interoperability 
plan for the VPH Toolkit development.  
 

 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The VPH deals with and generates a large number of varied computational resources which are geared 
towards human biomedicine. The phrase 'computational resources' is used in the present document in a non-
technical sense and refers to a variety of knowledge, data or information bearing objects that are produced or 
processed as part of the tasks united under the VPH initiative. Indeed, these resources can be classified 
along a number of dimensions regarding the sort of computational artifacts they are (data, data structures, 
models that are using data), or regarding the sort of domains of human biomedicine they are geared towards 
(anatomical, physiological, clinical, protein and so on). Thus, in the first place, VPH resources include data, 
for example, clinical data, signal data, volumetric data, image data, protein data and so on. Further to these 
are, of course, a number of data structure artifacts that allow us to manage such data. An example ofsuch a a 
data structure artifact is the database schema. There are then a number of computational artifacts that deal 
such data: mechanistic physiological models (for example, Ordinary Differential Equations models), 



volumetric models and so on. In ways that are orthogonal to these distinctions, VPH resources can also more 
or less loosely be organised, as mentioned already, according to the variety of purposes they serve. Thus we 
can distinguish between physiological models, volumetric models and the type of data they handle that are 
for example volumetric, clinical, protein, image data and so on. Similarly with data structures which can be 
geared towards as many various kinds of data. Finally, to this variety of artefacts there corresponds a variety 
of syntaxes, a variety of formal specification devices for the specification of these resources. Models can be 
Matlab, Fortran or SBML, CellML and FieldML. In some cases, a given syntax may even correspond to a 
dedicated type of resource. This is the case, for example with FieldML which is geared towards volumetric 
models of sort. However, syntaxes too come along a spectrum with similarities and differences and different 
degrees of generality or specificity.  
 
RICORDO proposes to bring together the resources dealt with in the VPH community through their 
annotations, primarily of their biological content. Against this background, the main challenge for RICORDO 
is to take measure of the multiplicity of resources that it intends to bring together. In doing so, it needs to be 
borne in mind that different types of VPH resources may, when taken in isolation be conducive to different 
annotation strategies. This means, in particular, that there ought to be a balance between specificity of 
adaptation and generality of reuse. The ways annotation may be performed in different contexts may also 
differ and allow, or require, different degrees of semi-automation. This automation, furthermore, may present 
different degrees of difficulties. In order to initiate its work on annotation interoperability, RICORDO has 
produced requirements intended to bootstrap and prototype its generic solution on the basis of those 
requirements emerging from its three use case workpackages, namely WP6, WP7, and WP8. 
 
To summarise, the envisioned interoperability of VPH resources is one in which resource annotation form a 
uniform interconnected knowledge base regarding the overall reservoir of VPH resources. The main problem 
addressed by the required annotation framework is that there are numerous resources and that they are 
furthermore of numerous different types. Against this background, RICORDO aims to unify resources through 
their annotations and create a resource ecosystem in which it will become possible to tie resources together, 
finding relevant resources and relationships between them.  
 
Our methodology has been to gather input from RICORDO partners and contacts in the VPH community so 
as to gather requirements over a broad range of types of resource to be annotated in the VPH community. In 
that respect it is important to note that the present deliverable represents the initiation of a task, more 
precisely it represents requirement gathering. The present deliverable results from consultations with 
partners, leading to numerous discussions and exchanges of examples of resources and feedback. Each 
partner has contributed through a series of calls and email discussions. Although this method leads to real 
world awareness of the domain to which to apply the annotation framework developed in RICORDO, it is 
important to bear in mind that the RICORDO tools are intended to be capable of abstracting over an evolving 
number of resources. Thus the framework needs to be designed in ways that allow for this plasticity.  
 

 
 
 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
 
 
VPH resources are computational artifacts that may be used in a variety of software applications. They may 
be of various kinds, such as data or data structures, for example, database schema, or mathematical models 
that are able to reuse data. To provide annotations to these resources is to provide a description of the 
meaning of the constituent elements in these resources. It is for example to describe a given variable in a 
model as taking values of a certain kind (e.g. concentration of sugar in systemic blood). Or it is to describe a 
given column in a database table as being filled with such values, in a given unit and at some specific time in 
relation to a reference point. Such a description can be read out by humans, in semi-conventional ways, from 
the textual labels used to name these resource elements. In our context, to annotate resources is to produce 
a representation of resources that contains such information about their parts and, in some case, about the 
whole resources (for example, that a given model is a model of the heart). It is important to understand that 
such descriptions are not necessarily specifications of the resources themselves, that is to say, to describe a 
parameter in a model as taking a certain sort of value is not necessarily the same thing as to specify, as part 
of a model specification and in the language of the model specification, that such a parameter takes the 



values it takes.  
 
The purpose of annotating is to make explicit the intended interpretation of resource elements which might 
remain otherwise entirely opaque both to a human and to a machine when merely couched in the language 
of specification of the resource. Annotating is thus more than paraphrasing: it is to elicit and register some 
explicit knowledge about a resource. For this reason, and because annotations are not necessarily part of a 
resource specification nor are they necessary functional parts of its use, annotations belong on the plan of 
metadata in relation to the resources themselves. Under this perspective, if a resource is data, a description 
of the meaning of its components is metadata. While metadata has been predominantly used to refer to non-
functional annotations such as provenance or authorship (and various bookkeeping information such as 
creation dates or conformance statements), in the context of RICORDO the main kind of metadata that is of 
interest is that which allows for registering biological knowledge about resources. Such knowledge is 
registered by using biomedical ontologies and linking the elements of resource descriptions to ontological 
terms. It is such linking, when registered, which constitute annotations in the proper sense of the term.  
 
Once placed on the level of metadata, the registration of  biological knowledge can be recollected in a 
common repository which becomes, in the case of biological annotations, a knowledge base of the biological 
content of annotated VPH resources. It thus becomes possible to adopt knowledge representation 
techniques to profit from the communality of the elicited knowledge. Such an approach, however, demands 
that a number of general requirements that apply to the aggregation of bodies of knowledge of 
heterogeneous origin be met. These are generic requirements for the RICORDO annotation framework which 
purports to deal with the variety of VPH resources. These are requirements which in the main lines are met 
by design.  
 
The primary requirement for an annotation framework to be applied to heterogeneous resources is its support 
for interoperability of annotations. This means that when brought together annotations of resources of distinct 
resources need to be manageable as would  annotations of a single resource. There is in other words 
homogeneity at the annotation level even though the resource level may be heterogeneous. There are, 
however, two kinds of homogeneity of the sort intended here, they are: 
- syntactic homogeneity, and 
- semantic homogeneity. 
 
In light of the requirement of interoperability of annotations, achieving syntactic homogeneity is only a 
necessary condition, but it is not sufficient. Achieving semantic homogeneity, and furthermore interoperability, 
is as challenging as achieving interoperability between the ontologies which are used to perform annotations 
of resources.  
 
 

 
Rationale for these requirements  

Syntactic homogeneity is required in order to address the plurality of format and specification schema found 
in the broad variety of VPH resources. Some examples of such a variety are given  in Appendix 1, which 
presents excerpts of codes from mark up languages such as SBML or CellML, database schemata, 
volumetric models and electronic health record archetypes. The simplest way of providing annotation in such 
contexts is to either extend the specification format to include annotations or to use the format convention to 
register annotations as comments. It would be somewhat impractical to try and amend each format so 
as to make room for ad hoc annotation mechanisms. It would also cause intractable problems of 
maintenance, conformance and backward compatibility. Moreover, it would not come close to solving 
the problem of heterogeneity and even less that of interoperability. There is some virtue in the idea of 
registering annotations as comments. In ways, however, it is already the case that many resources carry 
human readable strings of text which play the role of annotations. The problem with human readable 
strings is that they are not necessarily machine readable. Moreover, because of syntactic heterogeneity 
and the way each format may have its own ways of registering comments, this solution does not bring us 
closer to a communal knowledge base of biological annotations of VPH resources.  
 
The solution is to adopt a unique language for annotating resources with their biological meanings.  
 
 
 



Semantic homogeneity is required in order to go from the mere possibility of interoperability of annotation to 
its actual realisation. There are many ways in which semantic homogeneity can be achieved. If the basic goal 
of biological annotation is to register some linking between resource components and biological ontology 
terms, semantic homogeneity has three facets: 

1. The first facet concerns the terms to be annotated themselves. These terms need first to be 
unambiguously distinguished (when they are distinct, in fact).  

2. The second facet concerns the way these terms need to be linked to ontology terms. These linkages 
need to come from a consistent network of annotation terms, that is to say relationships, that can be 
applied consistently across the spectrum of VPH resources. This requirement allows making 
provisions for specific linkage mechanisms that could be better tailored to discrete kinds of 
resources, for example, when annotating regions of interests in images or when annotating protein 
segments with a given cellular location. But these specific variants need to be embedded in a more 
general annotation vocabulary, so that overall the vocabulary can be seen as variations on the theme 
of annotation.  

3. Finally, the third facet is concerned with the ontology terms that are to be used when performing 
biological annotations of VPH resources and their components. At this point the challenge of 
homogeneity becomes a generic one with regard to interoperability of ontologies. This challenge 
which occupies an entire research area in the ontology community is, by design and first principles, 
addressed in RICORDO by the choice of a reference set of standard ontologies with which to perform 
annotations.  

 
The solution to secure semantic homogeneity has three corresponding elements, therefore:  
- the adoption of unique identifiers for VPH resources and their components 
- the adoption of a vocabulary for annotation 
- the adoption of a reference dictionary of IDs for ontological terms 
 
It is worth noting that the third point in this list connects to the work on composite annotations falling under 
WP5's purview. In that respect, the recommendation or requirement to WP3 is to preserve the ability to 
handle solutions provided by WP5 in terms of composite construction. It is obvious that the job of the 
annotation mechanism will be made much easier if composite annotations are homogeneously handled 
together with annotations to the more elementary ontology terms from which, for example, composites are 
constructed. One way of securing this homogeneity is in providing reference IDs to composite terms so as to 
make the composite dictionaries structurally identical to other ontological dictionaries for the purpose of 
annotating VPH resources.  
 
 

 
Independence of annotations storage and resources  

There is more wisdom to draw from the discussion of syntactic heterogeneity above. The discussion has 
shown the need for a dedicated unique language in which to perform the annotation of resources. This shows 
that, in principle, annotations ought to be distinguished from resources: i.e. concretely, they do not need to be 
maintained in the same files as resources. If taken as a requirement for the annotation framework of VPH 
resources, the independence of annotation storage from that of resource storage has the following 
advantages:   
1. Syntactic independence: i.e. no need to be able to process a variety of source code in order to attain 
biological meaning carrying annotations; 
2. No overload of source code specification: i.e. the source code needs not, although it could, contain 
annotations; 
3. No need to disclose source code specification: i.e. annotations remain accessible when source code is not 
publicly available. 
 
There is, however, a caveat to make in connection with annotation independence. It is that the requirements 
expressed so far allow to identify a resource or one of its components and to annotate it with biological 
meanings. This would be enough to support the retrieval of an annotated object bearing an ID. But it is as far 
as retrieval of information may go on the basis of the schema envisioned so far. In particular, merely 
providing an identifier to an annotated resource is not enough to keep track of its relationship to other 
resources. While it is the purpose of the RICORDO annotation framework to support the elicitation of 
otherwise unconnected VPH resources, the independence of annotation and resources means however that 
the connection between resources and their own components (for example, a variable and the model in 



which it occurs or a column in a table and that table) is not recorded. This is because such a relationship 
belongs to the specification of the resource itself. It becomes therefore necessary to extend the requirements 
to the minimal representation of the structure, in terms of components and subcomponents of VPH 
resources.   
 
Specific input  
 
In this section we present the result of the consultation with WP6, 7, and 8. The input provided by the 
relevant workpackages have been serialised as a list of main thematic requirements and indicated ontological 
and terminological resources mirroring the domain or the perspective taken by each workpackage.  
 
Shared high-level requirements 
 
The following were found to be shared high-level requirements modulo specific variations:  
- annotations need to be machine-readable  
- support for annotation with composite terms  
- annotations need to be possible at multiple scales  
- annotations need to be possible for different types of resource 
- interoperability of machine-readable annotations despite diversity of scale and types of resource  
 
1. Volumetric Models of Anatomy (WP6) 
 
Key functionalities to be supported by the annotation framework:   
- support for the annotation of images, especially Digital Images and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) 
images, and models, especially volumetric models represented using the currently developing FieldML; 
- support for these annotations being made with anatomical and clinical terms ; 
- support for annotation of coordinate systems (e.g. image planes such as long axis, short axis, coronal, 
capital, axial) and regions of interest (e.g. right and left ventricle); 
- support needs to allow for taking into account component structure of models, such as components 
specified by FieldML; 
- conformance with the goal of representing model semantics in an atlas framework for searching and 
browsing. 
 
Relevant ontologies and vocabularies:  
- Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) 
- RadLex 
 
2. Protein Sequence Data (WP7) 
 
Key functionalities to be supported by the annotation framework:   
- support for the annotation of resources pertaining to predicted properties of molecular entities, in particular 
the output of machine-learning tools predicting sequence properties; 
- standardised and consistently applicable annotation scheme for such resources; 
- support for the annotation of mathematical models describing biological behaviour (both for the individual 
components in a model, e.g. proteins, as well as the overall model); 
- support for cellular localisation annotations of the components in these models, thus providing highly 
relevant context to a given model. 
 
Relevant ontologies and vocabularies: 
- Protein Feature Ontology. The ontology use terms to describe the feature, which make up protein function 
and form, and is thus highly relevant for predicted properties associated to protein function. 
- Gene Ontology Cell Component (especially relevant to the annotation of model components and their 
cellular localisation). 
 
3. Physiology Variables (WP8) 



 
Key functionalities to be supported by the annotation framework:   
- applied to datasets and analytical models; 
- applied across all biomedical structural scales, from molecule to organisms; 
- applied across all biophysical domains, for example, gene expression, cell signaling, blood flow, or body 
mechanics; 
- applied across all biomedical disciplines, for example, oncology, cardiology, or genetic medicine.  
 
Relevant ontologies and vocabularies: 
- Gene Ontology (GO) 
- Cell Ontology 
- Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) 
- Biological quality ontologies, e.g. PATO, OPB 
 
 
Brief discussion  
 
The indication recollected from WP 6, 7, and 8 are representative of the varied ways in which a given 
application context can emphasise some of the aspects of an annotation mechanism for resources that 
belong to heterogeneous kinds. Consistently, the input from the 3 workpackages draw attention to the need 
to unify in a common annotation framework the annotation of a variety of resources, each with different 
special kinds of resources in mind, although there are also overlaps.  
 
The collected input also shows the degree to which the annotation work provides ways to elicit biological 
meaning. In this connection, the support for the combination of reference terms in composite annotations is a 
pervasive and well illustrated requirement. This is because the annotation scheme needs to allow annotating 
resources with the result of WP5 work on producing cross products of reference ontology terms taken from 
orthogonal ontologies or otherwise previously undefined terms.  
 
Furthermore the collected input shows how the conservation of resource structures through the annotation 
mechanism has a justification that is independent from the more formal requirement expressed in the 
preceding generic discussion. It is important not only to annotate resources but also directly their 
components.  
 
Another important thematic that is well illustrated by specific workpackage input is the kind of purpose for 
which annotations are to be secured. It is in the first place in order to be able to query these annotations and 
thereby access resources through their biological annotation. But it is moreover to use this ability in order to 
draw further results from the knowledge contained in annotations. WP6, in particular, has indicated as a 
higher goal the prospect of data selection and model generation based on the bridging between resources 
otherwise disconnected that is enabled by ontological annotations.  
 
Two additional points are worth noting that have emerged from the consultation with project partners and 
representative of sub-communities of the VPH. They both emerge from expressed concerns regarding the 
confidentiality of sources which, in some cases, is of key importance. In such cases, it is not possible to 
release the source code of, for example, a model or the content of a clinical database. It is apparent, 
however, that the idea of releasing biological annotations of sources independently of any access to source 
data is well received. Such a possibility was addressed in the general discussion contained in this document 
and the question of confidentiality of source code can be seen as lending strong pragmatic support to the 
decoupling of sources and annotations, if only as one variant of the annotation framework.  
 
 
The same issue also leads to the question of what to do and what to present to a user, or an agent, as a 
result of a query to the annotation repository. While it is not possible to answer this question in the form of a 
requirement, it remains possible to sketch the following suggestion: it would be desirable to allow for the 
owner and submitter of the resource's annotation to provide, for example, via a registration process, the key 
information to return to a user. In some cases such information may be the URL of a model's source code, in 
others such information may be contact information leading to the institution owning the resource. Such 



information should be made available and included as part of the annotation knowledge base. It is noteworthy 
that such kind of information fits well the schematic of metadata.  
 
 
Requirements and recommendations 
 
In the light of the diversity of VPH resources to be supported by the annotation framework, it is difficult to emit 
specific and detailed requirements. It is relatively clear, however, which main requirements are put on the 
prospective framework by the diversity and heterogeneity of resources. They have been put forward in the 
general discussion and are recollected here in a single list. 
 

Requirement 1:  annotations as metadata (see  Page 4); 
 
Requirement 2:  annotation as machine-readable (see  Page 6); 
 
Requirement 3:  annotations, in principle, separable form sources (see  Page 5); 
 
Requirement 4:  unique identifiers for annotated resources and components (see  Page 5); 
 
Requirement 5: minimal support for the representation of relevant resource structures (see  Page 5-7); 
 
Requirement 6:  access to extensible reference vocabulary for annotation (see  Page 5); 
 
Requirement 7:  access to reference ontology vocabulary, including results of ontology term 
composition (see  Page 5); 
 
Requirement 8:  support for querying annotations, possibly with the inclusion of special purpose query 
vocabulary (see  Page 7); 
 
Requirement 9:  standard or standardisable methods for performing annotations (see  Page 5).  
 

 
In the remainder of this section, we present a number of recommendations that we envision would 
contribute towards the fulfillment of the identified requirements.  
 
Recommendation 1:  
In order to fulfill the above requirements, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a prime candidate for 
machine-processable metadata. It has a number of advantages, among which the fact that it is a W3C 
standard, that it is widely used and supported, that it comes with a query language (SPARQL) and that there 
is a number of tools and implementation of, for example, RDF stores readily available for prototyping.  
 
Recommendation 2:  
Care should be taken to explore reuse, if only partial, and compliance with approaches adopted by parts of 
the community, such as when addressing the question of the range of annotation vocabulary such as 
MIRIAM's.  
 
Recommendation 3:  
In order to drive the development of an annotation framework that addresses the requirements presented in 
this deliverable, it is suggested to establish a set of representative resources to be annotated. This set should 
provide with a representative diversity of the types of resources that will allow bootstrapping the 
interoperability plan with the prototyped annotation framework. It is credible that the best way of achieving a 
useful set is to consult with the communities involved in the cross-domain of interest to WP 6, 7, and 8. In 
due course, care should be given in illustrating the different degrees of sophistication along which annotated 
resources can be recognised to interrelate. For example, whether two resources (or elements thereof) are 
related because they are annotated to the same ontological term or terms that are related (and then again, 
the latter may be achieved in possibly different ways).  



 
Such a reference set of resources to be annotated can be used to develop and prototype annotations, 
annotation methods, as well as the querying of the annotations themselves. These points suggest the 
additional following recommendations. 
 
Recommendation 4:  
The shared interests and overlaps across the more use-case-oriented workpackages present us with great 
opportunities. They are opportunities to support the development of the application framework through 
feedbacks and interactive experiments. While the framework can be given a stress test reflecting the 
emphasis of each workpackage, it is also possible to imagine ways in which an overall scenario could provide 
for an integrative test. This suggests exploring an integrative scenario which, in particular, would put to the 
test the RICORDO plan for semantic interoperability (of annotations) in support of operational interoperability 
(of resources and tools) at multiple scales.  
 
Such an integrative scenario could run as follows:  
 
Initial set up

 

: Volumetric models encoded in the FieldML standard will be deposited, along with CellML 
models, in the Physiome Model Repository (PMR2). Such models can be displayed in a 3D graphical window 
in the browser using a plugin called Zinc, a freely available open source code that uses the FieldML API to 
display FieldML-encoded models. 

Resource diversity

 

: Initially, these models would be 3D finite element models of heart geometry. 
Subsequently, they will be supplemented with models of myocardial tissue structure, and following that with 
models of the 3D spatial distribution of protein expression density (e.g. initially for the proteins that form the 
transient outward potassium channel).  

Interoperability

 

: The FieldML metadata for these models will contain annotations that will allow the user to link 
directly to further information about the particular proteins distributions being displayed. Another type of field 
will be clickable points representing CellML models that specify the electrophysiological function of cardiac 
myocytes at that material point. This will later be supplemented with links to all CellML models associated 
with cellular function relevant to the tissue/organ model and, via the CellML metadata, to molecular 
databases. 

Recommendation 5:  
Care should be given to the question of how to add new resource types to the range covered by the 
annotation framework so as to preserve the generality and backward compatibility but also dynamicity of the 
framework.  
 
Recommendation 6:  
Care should be given to the question of how to support data querying, including so as to provide support to 
the way in which follow up information will be served to user or machine agents.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
FUTURE PLANS  
 
The present deliverable provides a number of requirements and indicates recommendations so as to facilitate 
WP3's design, prototyping and evaluation of its annotation plan. It is expected that some of the more specific 
input provided by use case oriented workpackages will give rise to a number of test cases. The 
recommendations are consultative and intend to draw attention to the production of normative 
standardisation guidelines and were compliance and interoperability may become relevant in relation to 
related communal efforts. WP2 will receive feedback from WP3 and they will together in collaboration with 
WP4 devise plans for validating the progress of the annotation framework in light of the requirements and 
recommendations expressed in the present deliverable. The elaboration of a set of reference resources as 
targets lends itself very well to supporting evaluation and ensuring regular feedback between all work 
packages, including especially between the more technical workpackges (WP3, 4, and 5) on the one hand 
and the more use case oriented workpackages (WP 6, 7, and 8) in the project.  
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ANNEX 1  
 
A-1 Excerpts of examples of resources to be annotated 
 
CellML example 
 
<component cmeta:id="C" name="C"> 
    <variable units="dimensionless" name="X"/> 
    <variable units="rate_constant" name="kd"/> 
    <variable units="micromolar" name="Kd"/> 
    ... 
    <math> ... </math> 
    ... 
</component> 
 
SBML example 
 
<reaction metaid="_230655" id="reaction7"  
  name="deactivation of cyclin protease"> 
      <listOfReactants> 
        <speciesReference species="X"/> 
      </listOfReactants> 
      <kineticLaw>  
          <math> ... </math> 
          <listOfParameters> 
          <parameter metaid="177" id="K4" value="0.005"/> 
          <parameter metaid="180" id="V4" value="0.5"/> 
        </listOfParameters></kineticLaw></reaction> 
 
 
Database Schema 
 
Severity of A 1] [float] NULL, 
[Severity of B 2] [float] NULL, 
[Severity of C] [nvarchar](255) NULL, 
[C gradient] [float] NULL, 
 
 
Volumetric model 
 
namespace Model1 
{ …   enum ModelType { HEART_MODEL } ; 
          enum SubpartType {  
               LV_ENDO_SUBPART = 1,  
               LV_EPI_SUBPART,  
               LA_SUBPART, ... }; ... }; } 
 
 
Archetype 
 
["at0004"] = < 
   text = <"Systolic"> 
   description = <"Peak systemic arterial blood pressure  - measured in systolic or contraction phase of the heart cycle."> 
> 
term_bindings = < 
   ["SNOMED-CT"] = < 
    items = <   ["at0004"] = <[SNOMED-CT(2003)::163030003]  >  >  >    
 
 


